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My engine runs fine on a
1070 with PhysX enabled
(as to say, it triggers
physx, itâ€™s disabled by
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default) and runs even
with voodoo disabled in
the bios, but I want to see
how hybrid physx mod
1.05ff works. my engine
runs fine on a 1070 with
PhysX enabled (as to say,
it triggers physx, itâ€™s
disabled by default) and
runs even with voodoo
disabled in the bios, but I
want to see how hybrid
physx mod 1.05ff works.
Click to expand... Vulkan,
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OpenGL and Metal are all
different, completely
different ways of
accelerating the graphics.
Your engine may be able
to utilize all of them, but I
don't know that a plugin
for any of them has been
made. If you have the
resources to create your
own plugin you can create
a mod for any of the 3,
you won't have to make
your own plugin. I have to
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say, the hybrid PhysX
mod works fine (at least
in my game) for my 1070.
I have voodoo disabled in
the bios. The only reason
I'm trying to use hybrid
PhysX instead of voodoo
is because my 1070 is not
compatable with voodoo
and I don't like using
voodoo on my msi rtx
1070. I have to say, the
hybrid PhysX mod works
fine (at least in my game)
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for my 1070. I have
voodoo disabled in the
bios. The only reason I'm
trying to use hybrid PhysX
instead of voodoo is
because my 1070 is not
compatable with voodoo
and I don't like using
voodoo on my msi rtx
1070. Click to expand... I
see, but adding all those
extra files could bog down
a lot of computers. Some
computers are infested
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with malware too that can
make your game run
slower so if you have the
resources and time to
make a plugin from
scratch I would strongly
suggest it. Again, it's
probably not something
that many people will
have the time or desire to
do, so you may just have
to wait for a plugin to be
created. I have to say, the
hybrid PhysX mod works
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fine (at least in my game)
for my 1070. I have
voodoo disabled in the
bios. The only reason I'm
trying to use hybrid PhysX
instead of voodoo is
because my 1070 is not
compatable with voodoo
and I don't like using
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